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Andrew Jackson’s Genocide Policy

The 1830 Indian Removal Act was a legal allowance for genocide. The President of the

United States, Andrew Jackson, could now trade any land he saw fit. That means the tribes living

on that land had to leave. The ICC definition of genocide aligns with Andrew Jackson's actions

that had significant and grotesque ramifications, obliterating thousands of native peoples and

creating more space for slavery. Those who resisted fought against a powerful American force

due to an unethical policy that the government created without the tribe's approval. Many

suffered from migration and the war, similar to the Holocaust. The Indian removal policies that

Andrew Jackson implemented were an indirect force of genocide as many native peoples

forcibly and reluctantly left their land of origin to relocate to an unknown place.

The language of the Indian Removal Act condenses the very purpose of the act into a

benign and dehumanizing summary. It also affirms that this act was a genocide, intent on

removing Native Peoples from the lands of their origin. Jackson did not want to remove Native

Peoples from a few parcels of land; he wanted to scrub them from the nation he created because

they refused to assimilate and conform. The act disregards the nuanced and personalized

experiences of thousands of native peoples by lumping all of them into the category of Indian

and then acknowledging that this act's sole purpose was to remove them not only from their

lands but from the United States. Historian Alfred Cave writes in Abuse of Power: Andrew

Jackson and The Indian Removal Act of 1830 that Jackson's claims that the act was just and

voluntary could not be further from the truth. “Indian removal as carried out by Jackson and his
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successor Martin Van Buren was anything but a voluntary relocation program. Numerous

contemporary witnesses provide damning testimony regarding fraud, coercion, corruption, and

malfeasance both in the negotiation of removal treaties and in their execution. “ (Cave 1337).

Military force accompanied this policy; soldiers with weapons and guns were set forth to assure

that Native American peoples complied. They had no choice in the matter but to comply because

if they did not comply, they would be injured or killed.

Andrew Jackson had a disregard for the life of minorities based on the racist policies he

implemented. He did not consider tribal claims, heritage, or quality of life when he enacted the

Indian Removal policy of 1830. The tribe members who remained on their land were called

squatters and often put in positions that tried to manipulate them into buying back their land. If

they fought or resisted, it might be dubbed violent, and this white man could use more force to

justify their actions towards Native Peoples. “The president directed his agents in Georgia to

warn Cherokee principal chief John Ross and his council that the full power of the federal

government would be used to punish Indian malefactors who harassed or harmed emigrants,

pro-emigration chiefs, or government agents. “ (Cave 1344). The government did nothing to help

or protect native peoples who faced violence as this policy, while guided as lawful, in its very

premise is discriminatory and unjust.
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The rebuying of land is another policy that followed the Indian Removal Act called the

Preemption Act. Those Native Americans who did not stay “squatting” were relocated to

unfamiliar places. The mental health and sense of community for those Indigenous people who

were forced to move had grave and fatal ramifications that continue to this day. Andrew Jackson

was not concerned with how these policies would take place as long as they did. “A

memorandum that Jackson prepared for the United States Senate but never sent suggests that the

president was not terribly concerned about the means agents employed as long as they achieved

the desired end without creating a public scandal.” (Cave 1346). Jackson was well aware that he

must seem to care about Native Americans but made his true feelings known behind the scenes.

Andrew Jackson’s Indian Removal Policy overlaps with another genocide, slavery. “The

motives of southern congressmen were very much tied to the expansion of slavery. Moving the

Cherokee and other tribes west opened large areas in slave states to settlement.” (Carlson 5). This

politically motivated policy continued the southern sentiment that there was a superior race, and

it was not those of color or indigenous origin. Instead, they believed and made laws around their

white privilege, revoking land from individuals who had it for centuries, all under the guise of

the law.

Genocide can be committed in various ways, according to the legal definition by the ICC,

all leading to the extinction of a group of people. In section 6, the ICC lists ways perpetrators can

cause genocide by inflicting severe mental or physical harm. “The conduct took place in a

manifest pattern of similar conduct directed toward that group that could make itself effect

destruction.” The United States Government already had a long history of violence,
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discrimination, and killing of Native American people. This policy was simply another marker of

the same behavior that had already occurred. It would not be the last time the government

enacted unjust policies toward them.

In his speech, Andrew Jackson made it clear that he thought Native Americans were

uncivilized and undeserving of having the right to preserve their quality of life and heritage.

Andrew Jackson put the white man's expansion designs as justification enough to enact a policy

to take land away from Native American peoples forcibly. “The policy of the General

Government toward the red man is not only liberal but generous. He is unwilling to submit to the

laws of the States and mingle with their population. “ (NARA 1). In Jackson’s own words, in his

speech, he refers to Native American people as “red,” “savages,” and terms that strip away their

humanity as justification for his actions. Jackson says that while leaving one's land may be hard,

it's not any harder than what white people have had to do in leaving England and populating the

United States. Instead of saying their struggles are equal, he clarifies that the white man's

struggle is inherently worth more because they are preserving a culture that is, in his book,

civilized and not rooted in indigenous beliefs. Jackson says that they must “make room for the

whites” in his speech and that by sending native peoples further away from that, they will have

more freedom and, in turn, not be in the way. Jackson says that leaving indigenous people on

their lands would halt progress, the buildings of cities, and expanding farms and industry. Instead

of recognizing that there is enough land for everyone, he hones in on certain land, land with

politically motivated interests, land that Native Americans live on, and decides that this is the

land he must have.
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Section 3 of the Indian Removal Act of 1830 provides a provision that nearly flat out

states that the Indian Removal Act is genocide as defined by the ICC. Section 3 states, “It should

be further enacted…that such lands revert to the United States if the Indians become extinct or

abandon the same.” The fact that the act provides a provision for the extinction of an entire group

of people shows malicious intent. This act had ulterior motives, and the real overriding goal was

to cause the extinction of Native American peoples and claim their land for the government's

use. In addition, the fees and “assistance” that the act claims to provide for them are mostly

limited to the first year of their relocation, beyond that, providing them with no resources to

assimilate to an entirely new location.

The ICC defines genocide as actions and policies that provide for the mass extinction of

an entire group of people. The United States government's Indian Removal Act of 1830 was far

darker than a land swap. It was a deliberate effort to rid the United States of all Native peoples so

that eventually, all the land could revert to the government. Using force and language that

dehumanizes the Native people dehumanizes them to the mass public. Children, women, and

men were forced to leave the only homes they had ever known and make a new start without

proper resources. This policy's mental and physical ramifications made way for genocide, and

the language of the law itself saying that should “extinction” occur is more than transparent

about its motives.
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